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ABSTRACT

In augmented reality audio applications the user is exposed to a
pseudo-acoustic reproduction of the real acoustic environment. This
means that the surrounding sounds are heard through a specific
augmented reality audio (ARA) headset [1]. Ideally the pseudo-
acoustic environment should be an exact copy of the real acoustic
environment.

The acceptability and usefulness of such a headset depends
strongly on the overall sound quality of the headset. Especially if
the headset is to be worn for longer periods of time in everyday
life situations, the sound quality of the system must be sufficient.

In this paper an introduction to the aspects affecting the sound
quality of an ARA-headset is addressed. In addition, results of
a listening test for the overall sound quality of a well equalized
headset are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of augmented reality audio (ARA) headset has been
introduced earlier e.g. in [1]. The basic idea in augmented re-
ality audio is that a person’s normal acoustic environment is en-
riched with virtual audio objects. This can be done by use of a
special headset where binaural microphones have been integrated
with headphones. When the microphone signals are directly routed
to the earphones, the wearer is exposed to a binaural reproduction
of the acoustic environment called the pseudo-acoustic environ-
ment. Ideally the user should not be able to hear any difference
between the natural and the pseudo-acoustic environment.

This kind of a headset opens a possibility for a whole new set
of application scenarios for mobile and wearable audio, see e.g.
[2]. The headset provides a binaural audio I/O interface which can
be exploited in many ways. The system could be worn for longer
periods of time in everyday life situations, much like portable mu-
sic players that are used daily by many users. However, in order to
make this kind of a headset acceptable for daily usage, the sound
quality of the pseudo-acoustic environment must be natural if not
indistinguishable from the real acoustic environment.

This paper discusses some issues affecting the sound quality
of ARA-headsets. Also the results from a listening test, where
an overall sound quality of the pseudo-acoustic environment pro-
duced by a carefully equalized headset, are reported.

2. HEADSET

An ARA-headset has some basic requirements. First, the acous-
tic environment should be transmitted to the ear canal transpar-

ently. Secondly, the headset should provide accurate binaural sig-
nals from the user for further processing. Lastly, the headset should
provide an interface to play sounds for the user.

2.1. Pseudo-acoustic environment

One strict requirement for the headset is that it should not alter the
existing sound environment, thus the pseudo-acoustic environment
should be a good enough copy of the existing sound environment.
This way the user can interact normally with the natural surround-
ings. This sets high requirements for the binaural signals that are
captured by the microphones and reproduced in the headset.

Depending on the type, the headset more or less blocks the ear
canal and the recorded signals differ from signals that would exist
at an unoccluded ear canal [3]. According to Algazi et.al. [4],
HRTFs measured slightly outside a blocked ear canal still include
all the spatial information that would exist at the ear drum in an
unoccluded case. Thus, small earplug-type headsets would still
provide all the necessary spatial information.

D’Angelo et al. studied how CIC (completely in the ear canal)
hearing aids affect the localization ability [5]. A group of normal
hearing people were wearing a CIC hearing aid that was equalized
to have an identical transfer response compared to an unoccluded
ear. According to results there was a small degradation in local-
ization ability. Though, in the test the testee’s head was fixed and
there was no visual clues available. With ARA-headset the user
has both visual and head movement clues together with the binau-
ral signals and thus improving the spatial quality and accuracy of
the pseudo-acoustics environment.

2.2. Earphone

The user is exposed to a real-time binaural recording from his or
her own ears. The quality of the recording sets the lower limit
to the available quality of the pseudo-acoustic environment. The
next stage in the system is to play the binaural recording back to
the user.

One common problem with headphones, especially with small
earplugs that are fitted at the ear canal entrance or slightly inside
the ear canal, is that the output properties depend on the fitting
of the headset. The effect is strongest at low frequencies. This
complicates any signal processing in the system.

Another phenomenon affecting the usability of an ARA-headset
is the occlusion effect. When the ear canal is blocked the user’s
own voice tends to sound hollow or boomy. This is a common
problem among hearing aid users. Although, this is an important
usability issue, it will not be addressed any deeper in this report.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of an ARA-headset .

2.3. Sound transmission through the headset

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the signal flow in an ARA-
headset. The first block on the left
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accounts for the effect

that the microphone placement and the geometry of the headset
has on the sound field at microphone position.

The incoming sound signal goes through the headset but also
leaks between the headset and the skin (

������������
	
). The trans-

mitted and the leaked sounds are summed in the ear canal. The
leakage typically has a low-pass like characteristic and therefore
the summed sound � ���
	 has low-pass like characteristics as well.�����������
	

and
� ��� ���
	

account for the microphone and the ear-
phone transfer functions, respectively.

All of the above blocks colorate the transmitted sound to some
degree, which has to be compensated somewhere in the system.
The approach introduced here is to use an equalization filter

� ��� ���
	
to compensate any magnitude response errors in the system. If we
assume that

� ����� ���
	���� ��� ���
	�� �
, the required filter

� ��� ���
	
can be written as:

� �!� ���
	"� �
� ���$# ����!�%�����
	'& (1)

It should be noticed that the leakage path is delay-free and
therefore it is essential that there should be no latency when pro-
cessing

� �!� ���
	
. In practice this means using analog filtering cir-

cuits, or very low latency DSP and AD/DA converters.

3. LISTENING TEST

A listening test was conducted to evaluate the overall sound quality
of an equalized ARA-headset. The test was separated in two parts.
First an equalization filter

� ��� ���
	
for the headset, used in the test,

was measured. Then, with this filter, the overall sound quality of
an ARA-headset was evaluated.

Fig. 2 shows the headset used in the listening test. The in-
ear headset is a Voicetronic VT-01 (Fischer Amps) and the micro-
phones are Senheisser KE-4 electret microphones. The reason for

Figure 2: Headset used in the listening test.

separate microphone and earphone unit is that originally the test
was performed with two types of headsets (on-the-canal and in-
ear), but the test data for the other headset was later found to be
corrupted and thus results from one headset only is reported here.

3.1. Estimation of the equalization curve

The goal of this part of the test was to find the equalization fil-
ter
� �!� ���
	

for the headset used in the test. To get more informa-
tion how required equalization differs between testees, a subjective
equalization filter estimation method was chosen. An equalization
curve was measured from each testee and the mean of these indi-
vidual equalization curves was used as

� �!� ���
	
in the actual test.

This non-individual filter was used to equalize the microphone sig-
nals prior feeding them to the headset, and thus (ideally) making
the headset acoustically transparent.

3.1.1. Test procedure

The upper part of Fig. 3 (dashed lines) illustrates the setup for the
equalization curve measurement test. The testee was wearing an
ARA-headset in the right ear. Then a pair of circumaural head-
phones (Sennheiser HD600) was placed over the ears (including
the ARA-headset).

With the circumaural headphones, a sequence of three iden-
tical sinusoids was played. The first and the last sinusoids were
played for the left ear and the middle sinusoid was played for the
right ear, which had the ARA-headset on (see Fig. 3). The testee’s
task was to set the sound level of the right channel to match the
sound level on the left channel. By using the keyboard the testee
was able to play the signals as many times as needed. The gain
could be adjusted in 0.5, 1, and 3 dB steps. The frequency range
covered thirty logarithmically spaced frequencies from 50 Hz to
18 kHz.

The test was first performed with both ears open (no ARA-
headset). This was defined as reference measurement and was later
used to compensate the actual measurement from any biasing due
to the measurement setup. Then the measurement was repeated
with the ARA-headset placed in the right ear.

Nine testees participated in the test. All of them work in the
Laboratory of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing at HUT. The
testees had some experience on analytical listening. All of the
testee’s reported to have normal hearing. The fitting of the headset
varied slightly between testees due to different sizes and shapes of
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Figure 3: Setup used in the listening test. The above signaling
schematic was used in the equalization curve measurement. The
lower part illustrates the actual listening test.

the ears. For each testee the microphones were fitted as close to
the ear canal entrance as possible (See Fig. 2).

3.1.2. The equalization filter

The upper panel in Fig. 4 shows the equalization filter estimation
results in a case where the testees were wearing only the circum-
aural headphones. This measurement is used as a reference and
to check the accuracy of the estimation method. Ideally the result
should be a straight line but the curve seems to slightly decay to-
wards higher frequencies. In the test procedure the sinusoids were
played asymmetrically, twice for the left ear and once for the right
ear. Loudness integration in hearing system requires more time
at low frequencies and this could explain the emphasis at low fre-
quencies in the results.

The results for the ARA-headset are shown in the lower panel
of Fig. 4. The reference measurement data has been compensated
out from the results. This equalization curve was used in the actual
listening test. Only the magnitude spectrum was equalized.

3.2. Evaluation of sound quality

The goal of this part of the test was to evaluate the overall sound
quality of pseudo-acoustic environment produced by an ARA-head-
set when the magnitude spectrum of the headset was equalized as
described above. In other words, the goal was to determine how
transparent the headset can be made by using a non-individualized
equalizer to flatten the magnitude spectrum.

Eight persons participated in this part of the test. Seven of the
participants belong to the group who took part in the first part as
well.

3.2.1. Test procedure

The listening test setup is shown in the lower part of Fig. 3 (solid
lines). The setup is identical to the one used in the first part. The
testee was wearing an ARA-headset in one ear and the other ear
was open. Then a pair of circumaural headphones was placed
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Figure 4: Results (—) and 95 % confidence intervals (-.-) from
the equalization filter estimation test. Upper panel: The reference
case with no ARA-headset. Lower panel: Equalization curve for
the VT-01 ARA-headset.

over the ears. Now, with one ear the testee was hearing a pseudo-
acoustic reproduction of sounds played from the circumaural head-
phones, and the other ear was exposed to a natural acoustic repro-
duction of the circumaural headphones.

The test was run as an A/B paired comparison test where A
was the reference and B was the pseudo-acoustic version of A
(heard through the ARA-headset). The A/B sound sample pair was
heard twice and then the testee had to evaluate the sound quality
of B in comparison to A. The testee was instructed to consider the
following attributes when judging the impairment: timbre, clarity,
and overall sound quality. The testees were further instructed to
consider the sound quality as if they had to wear the headset for
longer periods of time in everyday life situations like going to mu-
sic concerts, doing shopping, following lectures and so on. The
only thing that was instructed not to take into account in judging
was the inherent noise due the microphones in the headset. The im-
pairment of B in reference to A was judged in a continuous scale
from 1 - 5. The slider in the interface that was used for judging
had numeric anchor points with written descriptions given by:

5 Imperceptible
4 Perceptible, but not annoying
3 Slightly annoying
2 Annoying
1 Very annoying

Values below four are considered as non-acceptable degrada-
tion of sound quality, and values from four to five are considered
acceptable. The latter includes also the case where the test case
(B) is found to sound better than the reference (A).

The equalization was done with an analog 31-band graphic
equalizer (LA Audio EQ231G). The effective equalization response
achieved with the equalizer was within ( 1.5 dB of the data shown
in the lower panel of the Fig. 4.

3.2.2. Test cases and sound samples

Three different cases were tested:
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Sample Dur. Abbr.
Shaking of a rattle in a steady rhythm 1.7 Ca
A hit on crash-like drum cymbal 1.6 Cy
An excerpt of rhythmic drumming 1.8 Bo
An excerpt of Danish male speech 2.7 M1
A phrase ’In language’ by an Am. male 1.0 M2
A sample of pink noise 1.1 PN
A pizzicato type trumpet playing 1.7 Tr
An accelerating bus by passing by 3.9 St

Table 1: Sound samples used in the listening test. The middle
column lists the duration of a sample and the last column lists the
abbreviations used in the figures.

Ca Cy Bo M1 M2 PN Tr St

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

left eq
right eq
right no eq

Figure 5: Mean values of the grades for each sound sample with
the ARA-headset and 95 % confidence intervals.

) ARA-headset in the right ear and equalized) ARA-headset in the right ear and unequalized) ARA-headset in the left ear and equalized

One listening test session consisted of six trials, each having
24 sound samples to be graded. In one trial a set of eight sound
samples were played three times in random order. One trial corre-
sponded to one test case, so each test case was tested in two trials.
The order of trials was randomized for every testee.

The sound samples used in the test are listed in Table 1. The
samples consisted of natural sounds (musical instruments, speech,
street noise) and also of one synthetic sound sample (pink noise).

4. RESULTS

Fig. 5 shows the results of the listening test. The data shown in
the figure is the mean values and confidence intervals of the grades
for each sound sample. Prior to computing the means the data was
normalized by following the recommendation by ITU-R BS.1116-
1.

All sound samples except St (street noise) seem to have bene-
fited from magnitude equalization. However, confidence intervals
are slightly overlapping with some samples. The St sound sample
had most of its energy at frequency region where there was very
little or no equalization at all, so this result was expected and thus
gives more confidence to the results.

The equalization filter used in the test was an average of nine
testees, measured from the right ear. However, using the same

filter for each ear gave similar results. This is a good result, as the
same filtering system can be used for both channels.

Another noteworthy result is that even the worst equalization
result is still very close to grade four in MOS scale, which means
that the overall sound quality is acceptable. However, the sound
quality of the headset was fairly good to begin with and no con-
clusions can be drawn on how well this kind of equalization works
with other types of headsets.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

It was found that with magnitude equalization the overall sound
quality of an ARA-headset can be improved. In all cases (differ-
ent sound samples) the sound quality was improved close to or
above four in MOS-scale (perceptible, but not annoying degrada-
tion). This implies that this kind of a headset could be designed
to have a sufficient sound quality to be used for augmented reality
audio in everyday life situations, even for longer periods of time.

The equalization filter used in this test was an average mea-
sured from nine persons. There was a lot of variation in the indi-
vidual results, and therefore this kind filtering works well for some
subjects while for the others it may not work at all. For higher
sound quality, one could use individual equalization curves. How-
ever, the acoustic properties of a headset are very sensitive to fitting
of the earpiece. As the fitting changes also the required equaliza-
tion filter needs to be changed.

One logical step in equalization would be to use adaptive equal-
ization. This way any changes in acoustic properties of the headset
due to changes between fittings could be automatically corrected
in the equalization filter. One way to do this is to use two micro-
phones, one outside the headset and one at the ear canal side of the
headset. Naturally this requires more complex signal processing
in the system.
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